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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement best describes software-defined networking (SDN)?
A. SDN lets IT developers manage physical infrastructure devices directly without pre-defined
templates or intermediary devices.
B. SDN allows administrators to share software, policies, templates, and applications between
multiple virtual machines that are running on the same network.
C. SDN is another name for OpenFlow, a protocol that lets switches handle traffic with
OpenFlow tables rather than MAC forwarding tables and routing tables.
D. SDN allows software to leverage the network infrastructure, enabling a centralized and
policy-based approach to network provisioning and traffic forwarding.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The HP VAN SDN Controller is a Java-based OpenFlow controller enabling SDN solutions such
as network controllers for the data center, public cloud, private cloud, and campus edge
networks. This includes providing an open platform for developing experimental and
special-purpose network control protocols using a built-in OpenFlow controller.
The HP VAN SDN Controller is a platform for developing SDN applications and deploying SDN
applications. The controller can be characterized as providing a Base Control Platform, a
Distributed Platform for High-Availability and Scalability, and an Extensible Platform.
Reference: HP VAN SDN Controller Administrator Guide

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing an application that uses a JavaScript library. The library contains the
following functions.
The application uses the following code. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)
The library may throw many types of exceptions. The exceptions are grouped by category.
You need to catch and identify the exceptions by group.
Which code segment should you insert at line 05?
A. Option C
B. Option A
C. Option D

D. Option B
Answer: D
Explanation:
instanceof
The instanceof operator tests whether an object has in its prototype chain the prototype
property of a constructor.
The instanceof operator tests presence of constructor.prototype in object prototype chain.
Example::
// defining constructors
function C(){}
function D(){}
var o = new C();
// true, because: Object.getPrototypeOf(o) === C.prototype
o instanceof C;
// false, because D.prototype is nowhere in o's prototype chain
o instanceof D;
Reference: instanceof

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have computers that run Windows 10 and are configured by using Windows AutoPilot.
A user performs the following tasks on a computer named Computer1:
* Creates a VPN connection to the corporate network
* Installs a Microsoft Store app named App1
* Connects to a Wi-Fi network
You perform a Windows AutoPilot Reset on Computer1.
What will be the state of the computer when the user signs in? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/deployment/windows-autopilot/windows-autopil
ot-reset
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